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When time is tight and you need a customized solution …
SECORA™ ID is our new ready-to-go Java Card™ solution optimized for electronic identification (eID) applications.
It accelerates your time-to-market through ready-to-use applets supporting rapid project migration. Combined with
our free development tool, the SECORA™ ID platform gives you maximum freedom to develop your individual eID or
multi-application solutions.
Highlights:
› Ready-to-go solution for fast time-to-market
› Easy and rapid migration of individual projects
› Open platform for highest flexibility
› Best-in-class security controllers and wide choice of packages
› Targeting the highest international security standards for eID applications

Find out more:
www.infineon.com/secora-id
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A new GERMAN
security architecture for
NEXT GENERATION ID
and IoT requirements
By Markus Hoffmeister & Klaus Schmeh, cryptovision GmbH

The Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) module, based on an architecture developed by
governmental cyber security experts in Germany, is an innovative and effective approach to
implementing cryptographic security functions across a diverse array of sensitive applications.
It takes security development to a new level, by enabling smooth implementations and
evaluation for systems integrators, thus making a complex process more efficient. This new
approach is not only used for secure IoT designs, but also for electronic ID applications.

Adding a new layer for faster, more
efficient security development
Separating the cryptographic functionality from the application
is a mature and proven security concept. The CSP module, a new
solution which is based on an architecture developed in Germany
by the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) and specified
by the standards BSI TR-03151 and BSI TR-03153, implements
this concept in a new fashion.
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The CSP module stores the cryptographic keys along with
the basic crypto functions in an embedded Secure Element
(eSE). Contrary to conventional crypto-module designs, the
CSP module adds an additional software layer inside the eSE,
that provides functionality on a more application-oriented
level. The application has no direct access to the basic crypto
functions, but calls the application-oriented routines instead.

The separation provided by this additional layer allows for
higher security levels to be reached through software-only
implementation.

With this additional layer, it is especially convenient to deploy
the eSE in security applications. Compared to conventional
architectures, an integration based on a CSP module is faster
and less prone to faults, as it requires less cryptographic expert
knowledge. Moreover, the separation provided by this additional
layer allows for higher security levels to be reached through
software-only implementation. This is because evaluating an
application based on a CSP module according to Common Criteria
or similar standards is easier than with other designs: the CSP
hardware module can be certified up to, for example, CC EAL4+
or higher, whereas the application software layer on the eSE
normally requires only a lower level. In practice, this means that
the certification process can be accelerated.

The first implementation “Made in
Germany” – cryptovision’s Jacolyn CSP
In the first large-scale German implementation, the CSP module is
currently required in the Technische Sicherheitseinrichtung (TSE),
a new high security solution legally required from January 2020
to prevent tax-fraud at the POS. This application is economically
and politically of high strategic relevance, as it will help to prevent
tax fraud, which is costing the German state hundreds of millions
of Euros per year.
cryptovision’s Jacolyn CSP is used in different offerings by
Bundesdruckerei GmbH, such as removable hardware tokens and
to secure a cloud-based solution developed by Bundesdruckerei
and Deutsche Fiskal.
However, the cryptovision CSP module can be implemented in
many more security scenarios. For instance, it provides the means
to cryptographically protect a wide range of security-critical
Internet of Things (IoT) devices. It is especially attractive for IoT
components with medium (e.g., wearables, smart homes) to high
security (e.g. smart grids, banking) requirements.
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CSP Use Case Example:
Fair play at the checkout
Electronic cash register systems usually store all transaction data they process on an
integrated hard drive. The operator of such a device – typically a retailer, restaurateur,
taxi driver etc. – later forwards these data to the financial authority for tax checks.
However, with some IT expertise it is possible to manipulate the data stored in a cash
register. A skilled operator can easily seize this vulnerability to evade taxes and social
security contributions.

Basis for next generation eID documents
and applications
The CSP architecture was developed with a new eID document
generation in mind. With the possibilities provided by new chip
platforms, eID card applications can be developed, certified
and brought to market in a more efficient manner. Among the
applications that can be implemented in the additional layer are
protocol handlers for eID protocols, such as EAC and PACE. The
eID solution provider receives a solution that provides all the
functionality and the security certifications necessary to easily
integrate it into an eID system.

Looking beyond the card itself, utilizing hardware with a CSP module
architecture is an attractive solution when designing eID usage
schemes. For example, eVoting machines with CSP modules could
easily be used to both check the legitimacy of the document holder to
vote, as well as securely record the vote in a private fashion.
A similar scheme might be used for electronic passports, where
automated kiosks with CSP modules could validate the identity
of the passport holder at check in, automated border control gates
with CSPs could be used to facilitate customs and immigration
checks, and even the final boarding at the gates could be
unattended and counted by gates with CSPs

In order to prevent this
kind of tax fraud, some
electronic cash registers
are protected with physical
means and encr y pt ion.
As the operators of cash
registers usually have little
interest in implementing
such security measures,
many states require them to
do so by law (this is referred
to as “fiscalisation”). In Germany, for instance, the legislator stipulates that electronic
cash registers must be equipped with a so-called “Technical Security Device (TSE)” from
January 1st, 2020 onwards.
The mandatory use of a TSE in Germany is laid down in a legal directive titled
“Kassensicherungsverordnung” (Cash Register Protection Directive), abbreviated as
KassenSichV. Fiscalisation according to the KassenSichV affects many industries,
including retailers, supermarkets, gastronomy, and POS system operators.
According to the KassenSichV, an electronic cash register must record every business
transaction that happens on a non-volatile storage medium. Among other things, the
time, the nature of the operation, the method of payment, and the serial number of the
electronic recording system need to be electronically signed and written into a record file.
Accounting programs and ERP systems are required to log similar data.

Technical safety device

Security Module
SMAERS

µSD

TSE-API
on integration
into the cash
register system

Operating System

USB
Controller
ISO 7816
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Jacolyn CSP

MEMORY

With its partner and shareholder Bundesdruckerei GmbH, cryptovision offers an
advanced TSE implementation based on its Jacolyn CSP. The CSP will be used in both
solutions offered by Bundesdruckerei for the fiscaIisation market: A local, token-based
offering, as well as a cloud-based solution. It is expected that both of these fiscalisation
solutions will find wide-spread use after January 1st, when the KassenSichV enters into
force.

Smartcard chip
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We create your
eID solution

Comprehensive Government Solutions for the Republic of Fiji

Comprehensive
GOVERNMENT
Solutions for the
REPUBLIC of FIJI:
Mühlbauer Implements New Passport Solution
By Lara Schmaus, Mühlbauer ID Services

Standardized, multi-app & bespoke eID documents
Tools for easy personalisation

As a part of its major project to modernize the country’s
security infrastructure, the Government of the Republic of Fiji
decided to evolve its next generation of passports to ePassports.
The current passport is a machine-readable document with paper
data page, without chip and without digital photo, signature and
fingerprints – a fact which has increased concerns regarding the
document’s security and integrity.

eID application integration
Document PKI
Subscribe to our
w!
NEWSLET TER no

With the experience of numerous, successfully realized projects
in the past decades, Mühlbauer was selected to handle and
implement a customized, up-to-date, highly-secure solution for
the personalization and issuance of state-of-the-art ePassports.

The Project Scope

www.cryptovision.com

Meet us @
22

Omnisecure
Berlin
20 – 22 January

Mindshare 2020
Gelsenkirchen
19 – 20 May

Identity Week / SDW
London
9 – 11 June
Booth #S23

6th ID4Africa Annual Meeting

The project comprises the specification, customization, delivery
and installation of the necessary IT and security infrastructure
(hard- and software) for the personalization (printing) and
issuance of four types of ePassports (Ordinary ePassport, Official
ePassport, Emergency ePassport & Diplomatic ePassport).

Suva, September 2019: Prime Minister Bainimarama at the official
launch of the new Fijian e-Passports

Furthermore, Mühlbauer provided services such as consulting,
and comprehensive know-how transfer by conducting valuable
trainings for the local staff of the Fijian Department of
Immigration (DOI). The company provides production support,
service and maintenance as well. The project’s key cornerstones

Marrakesh
2 – 4 June
Booth #C26
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SILICON TRUST PARTNERS
Partners of the Silicon Trust are a vital element of the program.
The partners represent all aspects of the value chain and are
international representatives of the ID industry. They all share
one common goal – to create awareness, to educate and to promote the need for silicon-based security technologies.

with: protection of data transfer (IP-traffic); secure electronic document management; developing corporate and public certifying
authorities (CA) in public key infrastructure (PKI); integration of
complex information security systems; development of special
secure communications systems.
http://www.avtor.ua/
CARDPLUS

AdvanIDe
Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the
leading silicon distributors, focused on
components for RFID transponders,
chip cards and RFID readers and terminals. Thanks to its optimized semiconductor supply chain, AdvanIDe can guarantee
manufacturers of smart cards, RFID transponders and readers the
most efficient access to the latest semiconductors.
www.advanide.com

CardPlus is a consulting firm with a focus on customized, enterprise level, Identity and Security
Management Solutions. We offer a full range of
Professional services to build, transform, implement and manage
our customized enterprise level security and identity solutions.
Due to our vast hands-on experience in designing and implementing secure travel and identification systems for governments
and large public sector customers, we are uniquely positioned to
understand your highly complex security requirements and
translate the same into practical, workable solutions.
www.cardplus.de

DE LA RUE

HID GLOBAL

De La Rue is a leading provider of sophisticated
products and services that keep nations, their
economies and their populations secure. At the
forefront of identity management and security,
De La Rue is a trusted partner of governments,
central banks and commercial organisations
around the globe.
www.delarue.com

HID Global Government ID Solutions is dedicated to delivering highly secure, custom
government-to-citizen ID programs worldwide. HID Global
Government ID Solutions offers government customers an
end-to-end source for their most demanding state and national
ID projects. With Genuine HID™, customers benefit from the
industry’s broadest portfolio of trusted, interoperable secure
identity solutions across all aspects of the government
identification market. Government ID Solutions offerings include
expert consulting services, data capture, credential management
and issuance solutions, world-leading credentials and e-documents, readers, inlays, prelaminates, LaserCard® optical security
media technology, and FARGO® card printers.
www.hidglobal.com

DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION SOLUTIONS
Digital Identification Solutions is a global
provider of advanced identification solutions,
specialized in secure government and corporate applications for ID cards and ePassports/Visa. By applying innovative technologies, they develop
unique, scalable credential solutions, which perfectly meet the
ever-changing demands of international customers.
www.digital-identification.com

ATOS
Atos SE is an international information technology services company with 2014 annual revenue of
€ 9 billion and 86,000 employees in 66 countries.
Serving a global client base, it delivers IT services through Consulting & Systems Integration, Managed Operations, and transactional
services through Worldline, the European leader and a global player
in the payments services industry. It works with clients across different business sectors: Manufacturing, Retail & Transportation;
Public & Health; Financial Services; Telcos, Media & Utilities.
www.atos.net

CHARISMATHICS

GEMALTO

charismathics has been pioneering
the global identity management
arena since 2005 and is offering
security products and services for a variety of industries ranging
from corporate to finance, from e-government to health services,
from e-education to telecommunications. The company delivers
PKI security solutions addressing traditional smart cards, convenient USB keys, handy soft tokens or even cutting edge mobile
applications.
www.charismathics.com
®

AUSTRIACARD
AUSTRIACARD AG is a holding company of businesses providing end-toend solutions and products in the
field of Digital Security and Information Management. The Group
brings together the century-long heritage in printing services and
state-of-the-art digital data solutions (Information Management
division) with the well-established production and personalization of smart cards and the offer of cutting-edge digital payment
solutions (Digital Security division). The combination of well-established industrial roots with an expanding services portfolio
that meets the needs of the increasingly digital and mobile economy is at the very core of the Group’s confidence in its future.
www.austriacardag.com
AVATOR
AVTOR LLC is an integrator of cybersecurity solutions and the leading Ukrainian developer in the field of cryptographic protection of confidential information. The AVTOR’s
hardware secure tokens and HSMs are based on smartcard technology and own smartcard operating system “UkrCOS” are compliant for operations with qualified digital signatures and classified information.
AVTOR provides services for development and integration of complex cybersecurity systems for automated systems for different
purposes and any level of complexity and predominantly deals
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COGNITEC
Cognitec develops market-leading face recognition technology and applications for industry customers and government agencies
around the world. In various independent evaluation tests, our
FaceVACS® software has proven to be the premier technology available on the market. Cognitec’s portfolio includes products for facial
database search, video screening, and biometric portrait capturing.
www.cognitec-systems.de

Gemalto, a Thales company, is a global
leader in digital security, bringing trust
to an increasingly connected world. We
design and deliver a wide range of products, software and services based on two core technologies: digital identification and
data protection.Our solutions are used by more than 30,000
businesses and governments in 180 countries enabling them to
deliver secure digital services for billions of individuals and
things. Our technology is at the heart of modern life, from payment to enterprise security and the Internet of Things.We have
built a unique portfolio of technology and expertise including
physical and digital identity credentials, multiple methods of
authentication – including biometrics – and IoT connectivity as
well as data encryption and cloud service protection. Together,
these technologies help organizations protect the entire digital
service lifecycle from sign-up to sign-in and account deletion
with data privacy managed throughout.Gemalto is part of the
Thales group, a €19bn international organization with more
than 80,000 employees in 68 countries worldwide.
HBPC

CRYPTOVISION
cryptovision is a leading supplier of innovative cryptography & public key infrastructure (PKI) products. The lean
and intelligent design of the complete product range makes it possible to integrate the most modern cryptography and PKI application into any IT system. cryptovision PKI products secure the IT
infrastructures of diverse sectors, from private enterprise to government agencies. The consultancy service spectrum ranges from the
risk analysis of subsystems or standalone systems to the design of
complete cross-platform cryptographic architectures.
www.cryptovision.com

Pénzjegynyomda Zrt. (Hungarian Banknote Printing Shareholding Company) is the exclusive producer of ‘Forint’ banknotes, and is one of the leading
security printers in Hungary, specializing in the production of documents and other products for protection against counterfeiting. Currently, HBPC produces passports, visa, ID documents, driving licenses, securities, duty and
post stamps, tax stamps and banderols, paper- and plastic-based
cards, with or without chip, and is aiming to provide complex system solutions.
www.penzjegynyomda.hu

MASKTECH
MaskTech is the leading independent provider
of high secure system on chip designs, embedded ROM masked products, security middleware, certification and integration services
focused on human credential applications. MTCOS – MaskTech
Chip Operating System – is a high performance and high security
operating system, especially designed for secure semiconductors
with powerful crypto co-processor and RFID, dual interface or
contact interface. MTCOS is available on a unique variety of microcontrollers of different silicon vendors. MTCOS is a fully open
standard (ISO/IEC) compliant multiapplications OS, used in more
than 40 eID projects worldwide.
www.masktech.d
MELZER
With 60 years of experience MELZER
has been internationally recognised and
established as the leading equipment
supplier for the production of the most advanced ID documents,
Smart Cards, DIF Cards, RFID Inlays and e-Covers for Passports.
Customized solutions, the modular machine system and the lean
production approach ensure and maintain unsurpassed yield
rates, flexibility and profitability. The MELZER product portfolio
also includes a broad range of versatile RFID converting equipment.
www.melzergmbh.com
MICROPROSS
Established in 1979, Micropross is the
leading company in the supply of test and
personalization solutions for the business
of RFID, smartcard, and Near Field Communication (NFC). Micropross has proven expertise in the design of laboratory and manufacturing test tools which are all considered as references in their
domains. These tools allow users to fully characterize and test the
electrical and protocol performance of products such as smartcards
and smartphones in design, conformance, and production. In 2015,
National Instruments acquired Micropross in order to accelerate
their development and strengthen them as the leader on their market, constituting a major milestone in the life of both companies.
www.micropross.com
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